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President Barack Obama is stuck between false ﬂag operations and political circus?
” I am deeply oﬀended by the lies being told by the US Government – and more speciﬁcally,
by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) with the explicit approval of the Director of
National Intelligence (DNI) and the President – with respect to the Russians “hacking” the US
election. Robert David Steele, Intelligence expert
– I am reminded of the 935 now-documented lies told by Dick Cheney to justify a $5 trillion
war and multiple occupations from Afghanistan to Niger – or in more Nordic terms, the
falsiﬁcation by the Swedish military, in collaboration with the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) and CIA, of a Russian submarine that never existed, allegedly
“invading” Swedish waters.

As a CIA spy, I have faked intelligence, lied to government
leaders, and managed a modest false ﬂag operation (no one died). This is what CIA does. I
accuse John Brennan, Director of the CIA, of being a liar who is in betrayal of the public trust
with his lies. The most recent DHS-FBI report – and related reports from small companies
seeking to curry favor with the Deep State – are absolute crap.
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I was the author of the ﬁrst letter to the White House warning of our cyber-security
shortfalls, in 1994. In the same year I was the opening speaker for Hackers on Planet Earth.
The year before, in 1993, I introduced NSA to hackers — of the 900+ participants in my
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international conference roughly 60 were from NSA, bused down from Fort Meade to listen
to a panel led by Emanuel Goldstein, founder of 2600.
Here are the facts as I understand them, augmented by public statements from Julian
Assange, Craig Murray, William Binney, James Bamford, Ray McGovern, Philip Giraldi, and
John McAfee – and others who do not wish to be named.
The only people “hacking” the US election have been the two political parties.
The Democratic Party actively conspired against Bernie Sanders and actively
stole thirteen primaries from Bernie Sanders using electronic ballot tampering.
The Democratic Party also organized roughly three million dead, duplicate, and
illegal alien voters. The Republican Party used various means to repress a million
black voters.
The Russians – as well as the Israelis, French, Germans, Chinese, and everyone
else on the planet with any curiosity – have absolutely been conducting
electronic espionage against US political targets. They have not “leaked”
anything (generally intelligence services try not to demonstrate that they have
successfully hacked in anywhere).
The “leaks” from the Democratic National Committee (DNC) to WikiLeaks were a
combination of disgruntled NSA oﬃcials furious with Hillary Clinton’s mishandling of classiﬁed materials (including sending emails with classiﬁed
information to IP addresses in Saudi Arabia and Qatar), and a DNC insider with
authorized access who shared copies – all this according to William Binney, Julian
Assange, and Craig Murray.
The exposure (I use the term advisedly) of John Podesta as a very unethical
political operative with very strong possibilities of also being a pedophile,
resulted from a single phishing expedition by a single hacker who social
engineered Podesta into changing his Google email password through an
intermediate site that then was able to steal all of Podesta’s email. This hacker is
in jail in the US and it is almost certain that he is collaborating with a US
intelligence service, not the Russians.
The ﬁnal “leaks” came from the New York Police Department (NYPD) after it
conﬁscated a laptop from Anthony Weiner that turned out to have – it is alleged –
all 650,000 emails that included Huma Abedeen as an addressed. This is a
mother lode. The FBI immediately sequestered this machine, but not before the
NYPD copied many of the emails and leaked the fact that they provided evidence
of treason by Hillary Clinton and Huma Abedeen in taking money from Qatar and
Saudi Arabia in return for regime change in Syria and Yemen as well as classiﬁed
information in passing; and information reinforcing the possibilities of female as
well as male pedophilia in the highest ranks of the Democratic Party.
The only intelligence services that persistently spy on US politicians across every
device they own are the US intelligence services, speciﬁcally NSA, with CIA
focusing on selected Senators and Representatives. NSA has explicitly spied on
Barack Obama in detail since Obama was a junior Senator. The US media, very
much under control, is both replaying the false narrative against the Russians,
and strictly avoiding any independent commentary on the fact that it is US
traitors, not the Russians, who are the threat to US peace and prosperity.
It is highly likely that the neo-Nazi element in European leadership is conspiring
with the neo-Nazi, neo-conservative element in US leadership, to start a war with
Russia. The assassination of the Russian Ambassador in Turkey, the
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assassination of the NATO chief auditor about to expose a Euro 250 billion black
budget used by NATO to bribe politicians and carry out false ﬂag operations, and
the various false ﬂag operations in France (these with Mossad assistance) and
Germany and elsewhere are all part of trying to start WWIII – war is a business
model for the City of London and Wall Street, for the Vatican and the
Rothschilds.
There is good news. It is my judgment that WWIII has been averted by a combination of
restraint on the part of Vladimir Putin, conﬁdent that Donald Trump will make things right
(pun intended) once he is in oﬃce, and public intelligence. For the ﬁrst time in history, a
suﬃciency of retired intelligence professionals and alert citizens have come together to
demonstrate with compelling depth that both the US secret intelligence community and
their fellow travelers, the US media (both mainstream and “progressive”) cannot be trusted
to tell the truth about anything of import.
For those who wish to learn more, I oﬀer the three links as starting points.
Robert Steele: The DHS-FBI Report Against the Russians is Absolute Crap — Our Own
Traitors, Not the Russians, Are the Real Enemy – UPDATE 3
Berto Jongman: James Scott, Institute for Critical Infrastructure Technology on John Brennan
and CIA Being Full of Crap…
Russians (Search Results) @ Phi Beta Iota
Those wishing to understand how Donald Trump won accidentally, against all odds within a
system rigged twelve diﬀerent ways, are invited to review the two links below.
Robert Steele: Donald Trump, The Accidental President — Under Siege! A Soft Coup Rages
within a Closed Rigged System…
Robert Steele: RIGGED – Twelve Ways the Two-Party Tyranny Rigs the US Electoral System
to Block Out Independents, Small Parties, and 70% of the Eligible Voters
In my view, the truth at any cost lowers all other costs. The truth is not available from the
US secret intelligence world or the US media – for truth, we must look to one another.
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